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**A country withered**
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# THE UK ECONOMY

**Prospects for the UK economy**

Main-case forecast scenario in detail

- Box A. Labour market policies and productivity
- Box B. Implications of school re-openings in the UK
- Box C. The regional distribution of destitution from the Covid-19 crisis
- Box D. The Warwick Business School forecasting system probabilistic forecasts for UK growth and inflation
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# THE WORLD ECONOMY

**World overview**

- Box A. A new kind of economic downturn – a lockdown recession affecting services
- Box B. Government bond term premia during the pandemic
- Box C. Growth, productivity and digitalisation in China

**Prospects for individual economies**

Appendix A: Key forecast assumptions

Appendix B: Forecast detail
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Further detail underlying the forecast figures is available on subscription from NiGEMWEB.
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